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Taylor Swift - “Red”

By: Joeseph R. Atilano
aylor Swift’s failed relationships and
her longing for someone right has
pushed her to reveal more intimate,
heart-wrenching and detailed lyrics that
loosely follow the last two years of her
life. It is in this most personal state that
she has found the way to elevate her
song-writing skills and to explore other
sides of herself that perhaps she never
knew existed.
he first song ‘State of Grace’—will
serve as a slow and warm welcome
for loyal Taylor Swift fans. This song
will also serve as “familiar ground” to
those who have purchased her first
three albums. You couldn’t really tell
the difference with this track. ‘I Knew
You Were Trouble’—starts off as a fun
song that goes awry when the dub-step
influence makes its way in. ‘22’—A sad
song which is coated in a danceable
beat. ‘22’ sounds more like a celebration
of youth than anything else and
coincidentally, 22 is also her age now.
There is a deeper meaning to this song
than Taylor Swift lets out.‘We Are Never
Ever Getting Back Together’— Sounds
more like an Avril Lavigne song made
years ago. This is a perfect example of
a “Bubble-Gum POP” song. ‘The Last
Time’ Feat. Gary Lightbody—This song
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is the most mature of the entire album
and proves she is ready for the adult-pop
realm that.This song comes out nicely
because it represents a darker tone of
the album. ‘Everything Has Changed’
Feat. Ed Sheeran – Ed Sheeran does
nothing more than complement the
vocals of Taylor Swift here. This is the
second track in which she has guest
vocals. ‘Begin Again’ – For the hopeless
romantic and we get to hear Taylor
Swift’s guitar-picking skills here. This is a
nice delicate and mellow ender to “RED”.
ED is a mixed result. There are
tracks here that clearly show how
far she has gone from being a teen
pop-star to making the transition to a
certified adult-pop artist. While there are
a few tracks in “RED” that still rely on
her singing radio-friendly melodies with
easy-to-digest lyrics and catchy hooks,
Although, Taylor Swift has shown that
she has the courage in trying her hand
even in the latest trending genres like
dub-step which can be seen as a way for
to make her presence felt for the clubready crowd.
he album is quite varied depending
on the musical styles because she
has acoustic-based songs like (‘I Almost
Do’ and ‘Everything Has Changed’ Feat.
Ed Sheeran), a dark folk-ballad (‘On
The Last Time’ Feat. Gary Lightbody),
one experimental track in the dub-step
infused (‘I Knew You Were Trouble’)
and heavier country-pop songs (State
of Grace and Sad Beautiful Tragic) and
a couple other tracks not really worth
noting. You can tell why it took two whole
years for the album “RED” to be finished.
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Tracklist
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

State of Grace
Red
Treacherous
I Knew You 		
Were Trouble
All Too Well
22
I Almost Do
We Are Never 			
Ever Getting Back Together
Stay Stay Stay
The Last Time
Holy Ground
Sad Beautiful Tragic
The Lucky One
Everything Has Changed
Starlight
Begin Again

10 Things you didn’t know about taylor:
10.) She wears glasses
9.) the thought of getting a tatoo terrifies her
8.) She was the first celebrity to host Snl and write
her own monologue
7.)She lived on a christmas tree farm
6.) Her grandmother was an opera singer
5.)She wrote a novel when she was twelve
4.) The dixie chicks was one of her role models
3.) She has a brother who is a photographer
2.) Her Father owns 3% of her record label
1.) She won the national poetry contest as a child

Taylor is nominated for 3 Grammy
awards, one for new single off the
album Red, “We Are Never Ever
Getting Back Together.”
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Katy Perry- “The Complete Confection”

By Ben Norman
he sophomore album from Katy Perry
does everything the singles promise
it to. It pops, and it pops big. “California
Gurls” was far from what I expected when
I heard about new Katy Perry. Something
about that particular chord progression
(think Ke$ha’s “Tik Tok,” Kylie’s “Love
At First Sight,” and Madonna’s “Get
Together”) really draws me in. Perhaps
the rest of the world feels the same way,
which would explain how “California
Gurls” became such a massive hit. The
track was electronic and effervescent,
proving that there is plenty of room in the
pop world for Perry, Ke$ha, Gaga, and
all of those other wacky female artists.
The follow up single, “Teenage Dream,”
is another slice of pop perfection. This
track centers around love and feeling
good, feelings most of us have felt, with
a guitar-based pop production that is
instantly familiar and welcome. Both
tracks feel somehow like sequels of the
singles from One of the Boys, but at the
same time a progression. Which means
that, within the first two singles from
Teenage Dream, Katy Perry has already
done what she set out to do: create a
sophomore album that doesn’t stray too
far from what made fans love her in the
first place.
ith equal candor she sings about
realizing your self worth (“Firework”)
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with swirls of symphonic melody, “Last
Friday Night (T.G.I.F.),” which could be
considered “Waking Up In Vegas” in it’s
lyrical recounting of events she didn’t
remember. “Circle The Drain” is a rather
dark and poignant song describing her
attempts to urge her man to give up
drugs and focus on their relationship.
ost of Teenage Dream is aimed at
making you feel good. The album
isn’t really intended to be serious, nor
is it intended to be taken that way. Katy
just wants you to have fun. “The One
That Got Away” truly sounds like a more
boring version of “Teenage Dream.” The
production is a little more tedious, the
lyrics are a little more forgettable. “E.T.”
is a deliciously dark slice of electronica
that deserves to be heard.“Hummingbird
Heartbeat,” which sounds like an 80s
hair metal anthem, sadly falls a bit short
of the mark. “Pearl” is a curious track
that requires more than one listen to
appreciate. Perry’s performance is a
bit heavy for the light and ponderous
production, but you may find yourself
singing along if the first listen doesn’t put
you off entirely.
his is until you are walloped with the
beauty of “Not Like The Movies.” This
is the type of pensive piano ballad you’d
expect from Terra Naomi or Charlotte
Martin, not from the hyper-charged Katy
Perry. In the track, Perry laments that
reality doesn’t match what she sees in
films, and it is possibly the most moving
track she has put out on any album. The
song grows in insistency, going from
simple piano to a full orchestra. The
album itself is definitely a lot of fun.
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Tracklist
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Teenage dream
Last friday night
california gurls
firework
peacock
circle the drain
the one that got away
E.t,			
who am i living for?
pearl
hummingbird heartbeat
not like the movies
the one that got
away-acoustic Version
part of me
wide awake
dressin’ up
E.T.-Featuring Kanye west

10 Things you didn’t know about Katy:
10.) She has a cat named kitty purry
9.) katy’s real name is katheryn hudson
8.) She was a christian singer before she became
a pop star
7.)both of her parents are pastors
6.)She co-wrote every song “on One of the boys”
5.) She was briefly married to russel Brand
4.) One of her influences is the band queen
3.) her natural hair color is blonde
2.) As a teen, she wasn’t allowed to watch MTV
1.) She played ‘smurfette’ in the smurfs

Teenage Dream The Complete
Confection had six #1 hits,
including the new single, “The
One That Got Away.”

